Come and See

First Session Free!

Give your child a
Develop

Creativity
Faster Thinking
Listening Skills
Co-ordination
Concentration
Confidence
Positive Self Esteem
WHY MUSIC AND MOVEMENT?

Nature intended young children to move.
The development of movement causes the
growth of an intricate network of brain connections necessary for optimum brain development.
By adding music to the movement we can
enhance the learning opportunity: language, imagination, creativity, and socialization are enhanced; musicality is developed and all the learning becomes more

WHO ARE WE?
Kids Music Company was created in 1989 by
directors Janet Channon and Wendy Jensen. Classes have been enjoyed by thousands of children since then. As well as children having the opportunity to develop
musical skills, fully interactive musical activities also develop the whole child in body
and brain.
The KMC programme is original and the music used is primarily from the Kids Music
Company large catalogue of original music. This music sells worldwide, wherever
parents want a learning advantage for their children.
Kids Music Company has won 12 top awards in the United Kingdom for educational
music. This music is available to families to enhance the musical opportunities for
their children. For a full catalogue of our music please visit www.kidsmusic.co.nz

Early Childhood Programme
Classes for 1, 2, 3 year olds = 45 min.
Busy sessions include lots of singing, playing and moving. Children play a variety of sturdy instruments focusing on basic concepts of loud/soft, fast/slow and start/
stop. We include action songs, circle dances, creative
movement with streamers, scarves and ribbons. Props
include puppets, musical stories, and magnetic board
counting games.
Activities are multi-sensory so children’s brains are absorbing information through many senses at once. The
brain processes all this information simultaneously and
grows, in order to handle the information. Children
learn how to drive their bodies, developing coordination, strength and a sense of how their body fits into the
space around them. The caregiver works alongside
the child, encouraging and enjoying the session with
them. Level 2 sessions include the beginning of hand
signs to help develop in-tune singing. Level 3 children
use chime bars for steady beat accompaniment to
simple songs and the exploration of high and low
sounds.

Classes for 4 year olds = 60 min.
An action packed session includes development of intune singing, creative movement, action songs, musical
stories and circle dances with chances to be the leader. We play large wooden xylophones, chime bars and
a large variety of non-melodic percussion instruments.
Part playing is introduced and developed in level 5. We
investigate rhythmic pattern, as a development from
steady beat. Pictorial notation leads towards conventional musical notation. Children are encouraged to
participate independently.

Building Brains through Multi-Sensory Stimulation
At a time when children’s brains are growing very rapidly it
is important that we, as adults, give them as much variety
of stimulation as possible.
Musical activities involve many brain functions at one time.
The more brain functions we utilize at once the more the
brain will grow connections across it to transmit the information. The more connections children have, the faster
they think.
When a young child participates in music there are many
learning opportunities, beyond that of just music.

Consider the following:
During the simple task of walking around the room playing a
drum, he is engaged in a variety of activities.



He listens to the music and co-ordinates his walking in time
with the music.



He plays his drum with his hands while co-ordinating his feet.



He develops his spatial awareness by walking in free space
around other people in the group who are also moving.



He develops his peripheral vision when moving in space with
other people.



He sings, using his ears to aid him in tuning his voice to
match the song.



He develops his memory by learning the sequence of events in the song;
for example, the drums play verse then the shaker plays the second
verse.



He develops his language skills by learning the words of the song with the
aid of rhyme and rhythm.



He develops social skills by moving within the group and sharing the
space where no specific person has the right of way, and all must move
without colliding with another.

-All this from enjoying a simple song. There are few other activities which involve so much brain activity at once!

Special Notice to Parents/Caregivers of Little Ones
A word of advice: Please don’t be stressed if your child does not seem to join in as quickly as you
might have expected. When you think about it, there is a lot to take in when little ones join us for
the first time.



There is a new environment with all sorts of colourful and interesting things to looks at
and touch. (Incidentally, all the instruments on the bottom shelves are kid friendly so
it doesn’t matter if your child investigates them.)



There is a new adult in your child’s life, and a noisy and fun one! They need to get to
know us.



The programme is busy with lots of different activities and equipment to keep it interesting.



There are other people in the group whom they probably never seen before.

If your child takes a little while to get used to all that new information it is not a problem. Remember, children are absorbing information even when we think they are not. Sometimes it takes children a term, or sometimes even a year, to be fully involved in the activities.
The classic example is that of a young lad who came to my classes years ago. He sat in the hallway and didn’t even make it into the room for the first term. His mum would join in and he would
watch from the door. He eventually got in the door. One of the other mums said to his mum “I
don’t know why you bother”. The reason why she bothered was that “He does it all in the car
going home”. As far as he was concerned he was in the class.

With his mother’s support, that little boy grew to love music. He took up guitar at a young age
and, when he was about 10 years old, sang solo on stage at the Christmas in the Park concert at
the Auckland domain! Thank goodness his mum persevered in those early years, knowing that
the learning was going in.

Please don’t pressure the tiny ones to participate if they
would rather watch. A little caution is a good thing and
you will be pleased they have it when they are teenagers!
If the child is happy to be in the room, that is a good beginning. To encourage your child to be involved join in
beside them.

They will grow in confidence once they get the idea from
someone like you whom they know and trust. The rest will
come with patience and nurturing.

Relax and enjoy the quality time with your child.

School Age Programme
Classes for 5, 6 and 7 year olds = 60 min.
These are one year programmes
In these classes we play melodic instruments such as
wooden xylophones, marimba, chime bars and nonmelodic percussion instruments such as djembe drums,
woodblock etc. Instruments are often played in parts,
developing understanding of steady beat, rhythm, and
pitch.
Children begin conventional music literacy and continue
the development of in-tune singing with hand signs (see
separate note about ‘Sol-fa Singing’). Improvisational
opportunities are provided during instrument playing or
moving. Levels six and seven include opportunities to
play keyboard, ukulele, recorder and guitar.

Term focus
for older classes:

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

Level 6 (6-7yrs)

Ensemble
skills

Keyboard
beginner

Ukulele
beginner

Recorder
beginner

Level 7 (7-9yrs)

Recorder (2)

Keyboard (2)

Ukulele (2)

Guitar

Marimba Group
8+ year olds = 60 min
This is an extension group for children who
enjoy playing melodic and non-melodic
percussion instruments in a group setting.
This is a performance group which performs
pubic concerts in the community.
Playing in ensemble supports a child’s
musicality while they may also learn a chosen
conventional instrument.

Timetable
For the current timetable and fee schedule please visit www.kidsmusic.co.nz

Testimonials
Tina Cross (Mother, Entertainer):
I never had the opportunity to learn music as a child and although it has been my profession for
many years, I know now that I never realised the wonderful benefits children receive. Congratulations Janet and Wendy. You put your heart into giving all of our children your own special
brand of music, and it really shows.
Stuart Manins (Retired head of music department, Auckland College of Ed, Author):
I have seen Wendy and Janet develop as teachers over the past 29 years since their student
days. In their specialist field of early childhood music education, they have established a welldeserved reputation equaled by few. Auckland parents are most fortunate in having these classes available for their children.
Jack Yin (Father)
Xavier, our four year old son, has been attending musical lessons with KMC for over two years
now. He has gained a practical grounding in music and looks forward to his weekly classes with
Janet Channon, his favourite teacher. We have been impressed with how interesting and enjoyable the music is for children, as it is targeted to Kiwi kids. We were also impressed with the
numerous international awards KMC has won. Furthermore, the classes are full of fun – the children also learn singing, dancing and having their first interaction with instruments. Xavier will definitely be carrying on his musical training with KMC.

Body and Brain Development for Life

www.kidsmusic.co.nz

